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On Edge Domination of Graphs and Total
Domination of Directed Graphs
ABSTRACT
Domination in graphs is an important area of graph theory. The domination set,
which is defined as a vertex subsetS, such that every other vertex inV (G) − S must
be adjacent to some vertex inS. In 1958, C. Berge defined for the first time the
concept of the domination number of a graph in his book “Theory of Graphs and its
Applications”. The domination numberγ(G) = min{|S| : S is domination set of
G}. In 1977, Mitchell and Hedetniemi defined the concept of the edge domination
number of a graph in their paper “Edge Domination in Trees”. Thereafter, Cockayne,
Hedetniemi, Larskar, walikar done a lot of pioneering work in this area, and motivated
interest of later researchers.
In recent years, due to advances in IT and network technology, domination theory
of graphs developed rapidly. Now, domination theory of graphs can be linked to many
areas, such as analysis of communication networks, social sciences, computational
complexity.
In 1983, D. P. Sumner and P. Blitch published the articles “Domination Criti-
cal Graphs”, motivated the study of domination edge (vertex) critical gr phs. In the
following 30 years, people obtained a lot of achievements in this area.
Let G = (V,E) be a simple graph,S ⊆ E(G). If for any e ∈ E − S, there
existse′ ∈ S such thate ande′ have a common vertex, thenS is said to be a edge
domination set ofG. The minimum cardinality of a edge domination set ofG is
the edge domination number and denoted byγ′(G). If for any e ∈ E(G), γ′(G +
e) < γ′(G), thenG is said to be a edge domination-edge critical graph, if the edge
domination number ofG is k,We say thatG is k-edge domination-edge critical graph,
or simply,k − EDEC graph. If for anye ∈ E(G), γ′(G − e) < γ′(G), thenG is















we say thatG is k-edge domination minimal graph, or simply,k − EDM graph. Let
D = (V,A) be a simple digraph,S ⊆ V (D), if for any v ∈ V (D), there existsu ∈ S
such thatuv ∈ A(D), thenS is said to be a total domination set ofD. The minimum
cardinality of a total domination set ofD is the total domination number and denoted
by γt(D).
In this thesis, we study the property and structure of edge domination-edge crit-
ical graph and edge domination-minimal graph, and determine the toal d mination
number of Cartesian product of directed cycles.
I. For k-edge domination-edge critical graph, we obtain the following results:
1. We show that the minimum degree ofk-edge domination-edge critical graph
is no less than1, and ifk ≥ 2, the minimum degree of connectedk-edge domination-
edge critical graph is no less than2.
2. For a connectedk-edge domination-edge critical graphG and anye ∈ E(G),
v ∈ V (G), we show thatk − 1 ≤ γ′(G − e) ≤ k, k − 1 ≤ γ′(G − v) ≤ k, and if
d(v) < |V (G)| − 1, γ′(G − v) = k − 1.
3. We obtain a lower bound of edge domination number of connectedk- ge
domination-edge critical graphG, γ′(G) ≥ m+2∆−22∆−1 , m is the number of edges of
G§∆ is the maximum degree ofG.
4. Fork ≥ 3, we obtain a upper bound of the diameter of connectedk − EDEC
graphG, diam(G) ≤ 3k − 6. Furthermore, we obtain a better upper bound of the
diameter of4−EDEC graph and a sharp upper bound of the diameter of3−EDEC
graph.
5. Fork = 1, 2, 3, we characterize allk − EDEC graphs.
II. For k-edge domination-minimal graphs, we obtain the following results:
1. We show that the connectivity of connectedk − EDM graph (k ≥ 2) is no
less than2.
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component ofG is edge domination minimal graph.
3. For a connectedk − EDM graphG and any edge of complement ofG, we
show thatk − 1 ≤ γ′(G + e) ≤ k, and for anyv ∈ V (G), γ′(G − v) = k − 1.
4. We obtain the sharp lower bound of edge domination number of connected
k − EDM graphG, γ′(G) ≥ m+2∆−22∆−1 , m is the number of edges ofG§∆ is the
maximum degree ofG.
Let G be a simple graph, if for anyv ∈ V (G), γ(G−v) < γ(G), thenG is said to
be a domination vertex critical graph. Clearly, for a edge dominatio -minimal graph
G, its line graphL(G) is a domination vertex critical graph.
5. We use some results of domination vertex critical graph and the relationship
between the diameter of a graphG and the diameter of the line graphL(G) of G to
obtain a upper bound of the diameter of a connectedk −EDM graphG, diam(G) ≤
2k− 1. Furthermore, we obtain the sharp upper bounds of the diameters of3−EDM
graph and4 − EDM graph.
6. We use some results of domination vertex critical graph and line graph to
characterize all1 − EDM graphs and2 − EDM graphs. At last, we characterize all
3 − EDM graphs.
III. For the total domination number of Cartesian product of directed cyclesCm
andCn, we obtain the following results:
1. We show that ifm is even orn is even, thenγt(Cm × Cn) = mn2 .
2. We show that ifm = 3, 5, 7, n is odd, then
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